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IP Helper 

- keep tabs on your IP with status indicators and log - quick IP-address lookup - check
your connection (external or internal IP address) - receive notifications when an IP-
address change occurs - detect external and internal IP address changes - provide static
and dynamic IP address information - use custom static IP address - use custom domain
name - send email notifications when an IP-address changes - use custom email account
- save IP address history - multiple notifications modes - change notification intervals
(adjust per mode) - show/hide IP history table - show and hide IP history table, in order
of most recent connection - keep table info about IP address history - display version
info - status bar, shows current IP address, current and next refresh - Change/refresh IP
address - Enable/disable IP status bar - Change/refresh IP address interval - IP address
history - User settings - Email settings - Status bar settings - Log file settings -
Summary report - Report settings - Delete all history log file - Reset to defaults -
Automatically start after windows starts - Settings are stored in the registry - Email
support - Support page - Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) - Open FAQs - Support
Forum - About us - Privacy policy - What's new - Terms of use IP Helper 7.5.1 IP
Helper is an easy to use yet powerful Windows application that displays the internet
and external IP addresses and informs you about any change that may occur. Especially
useful in case your ISP changes the IP address on every connection, IP Helper provides
multiple notifications modes in case it detects an IP modification, regardless if we’re
talking about the external or the internal address. Supposed to run all the time and keep
an icon in the Windows System Tray, IP Helper can send an email, connect to a website
or launch a program every time it detects an external or an internal address change. You
can obviously configure all the aforementioned actions to be performed at an IP
change, but also the refresh interval to make sure you’re notified of any possible
modifications as fast as possible. Since IP Helper is also capable of sending an email
every time an IP change is detected, users are required to configure email accounts with
information such as server, username, port, password and message body. As you can
see, there�
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An easy to use tool that informs users about changes in IP address. IP Helper allows
users to setup and configure an email server, launch a program, send an email or
display a webpage in case a change in IP address is detected. IP Helper can run in
background and informs users of changes without altering system performance. IP
Helper works flawlessly on all Windows versions and doesn’t hamper system
performance at all. IP Helper provides users with multiple notification modes to notify
them about changes. It also allows users to configure any action they wish to be
performed when IP addresses change. Users may also set the refresh interval to be used
for detecting the changes. IP Helper also allows users to setup and configure an email
server, launch a program, send an email or display a webpage in case a change in IP
address is detected. IP Helper's email notifications work flawlessly and users are
required to configure email accounts with information such as server, username, port,
password and message body. Since IP Helper is also capable of sending an email every
time an IP change is detected, users are required to configure email accounts with
information such as server, username, port, password and message body. You can
obviously configure all the aforementioned actions to be performed at an IP change,
but also the refresh interval to make sure you're notified of any possible modifications
as fast as possible. As you can see, there's nothing too complicated about IP Helper,
although it's pretty obvious that such an application could come in very handy to lots of
users out there. What's more, it relies on a clean and well-organized interface that
makes it an easy to use tool for both beginners and those more experienced. All in all,
IP Helper works flawlessly on all Windows versions and doesn't hamper system
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performance at all, becoming a must-have tool for all those who wish to keep an eye on
IP modifications. Key Feature's: - Shows in a list all the DNS servers known to the
computer - Shows the IPv4 and the IPv6 addresses in a table - Automatically fills all the
DNS fields in the window - Shows, in a separate table, all the subnetworks in which the
computer is located - Allows to type the IP address, either using the decimal (IPv4) or
the hexadecimal (IPv6) notation - Can be used for both internal and external
1d6a3396d6
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IP Helper is an easy to use yet powerful Windows application that displays the internet
and external IP addresses and informs you about any change that may occur. Especially
useful in case your ISP changes the IP address on every connection, IP Helper provides
multiple notifications modes in case it detects an IP modification, regardless if we’re
talking about the external or the internal address. Supposed to run all the time and keep
an icon in the Windows System Tray, IP Helper can send an email, connect to a website
or launch a program every time it detects an external or an internal address change. You
can obviously configure all the aforementioned actions to be performed at an IP
change, but also the refresh interval to make sure you’re notified of any possible
modifications as fast as possible. Since IP Helper is also capable of sending an email
every time an IP change is detected, users are required to configure email accounts with
information such as server, username, port, password and message body. As you can
see, there’s nothing too complicated about IP Helper, although it’s pretty obvious that
such an application could come in very handy to lots of users out there. What’s more, it
relies on a clean and well-organized interface that makes it an easy to use tool for both
beginners and those more experienced. All in all, IP Helper works flawlessly on all
Windows versions and doesn’t hamper system performance at all, becoming a must-
have tool for all those who wish to keep an eye on IP modifications.Fantastic Home: a
smart, child-friendly house designed by Stefania Boeri for BPR Homeowners are
supposed to live in their homes, or at least take care of them as such. Some people are
much more concerned about the look than the practicality. Others are more
preoccupied with practicality than aesthetics. For some, the home is a shelter, an
extension of their soul and the place in which they feel the most comfortable. This is
the kind of space that is referred to as ‘fantastic.’ In the last decade, the term has
become a good way of describing the type of homes that have emerged in recent years.
Faced with a modern built environment, owners find this type of dwelling a refreshing
experience, both in terms of its design and function. Fantastic Homes Built by Stefania
Boeri Studio, the ‘Fant

What's New In IP Helper?

IP Helper is an easy to use yet powerful Windows application that displays the internet
and external IP addresses and informs you about any change that may occur. Especially
useful in case your ISP changes the IP address on every connection, IP Helper provides
multiple notifications modes in case it detects an IP modification, regardless if we're
talking about the external or the internal address. Supposed to run all the time and keep
an icon in the Windows System Tray, IP Helper can send an email, connect to a website
or launch a program every time it detects an external or an internal address change. You
can obviously configure all the aforementioned actions to be performed at an IP
change, but also the refresh interval to make sure you're notified of any possible
modifications as fast as possible. Since IP Helper is also capable of sending an email
every time an IP change is detected, users are required to configure email accounts with
information such as server, username, port, password and message body. As you can
see, there's nothing too complicated about IP Helper, although it's pretty obvious that
such an application could come in very handy to lots of users out there. What's more, it
relies on a clean and well-organized interface that makes it an easy to use tool for both
beginners and those more experienced. All in all, IP Helper works flawlessly on all
Windows versions and doesn't hamper system performance at all, becoming a must-
have tool for all those who wish to keep an eye on IP modifications. Features: - Easy to
use interface - Supports all Windows version - IP address modification notification - IP
address address notification - Email notification - Triggers based on the IP addresses -
Triggers based on the MAC addresses - Supports running all the time - Supports
displaying the internet and external IP address in the Windows system tray - Supports
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displaying the internal and external IP address in the Windows system tray - Supports
notification mode 1, 2 or 3 - Supports email notifications - Supports website
notifications - Supports launching a program after the IP change - Supports email
notifications - Supports website notifications - Supports notification mode 1, 2 or 3 -
Supports email notifications - Supports website notifications - Supports email
notification - Supports website notifications - Supports email notification - Supports
website notifications - Supports email notification - Supports website notifications -
Supports email notification - Supports website notifications - Supports email
notification - Supports website notifications - Supports email notification - Supports
website notifications - Supports email notification - Supports website notifications -
Supports email notification - Supports website notifications - Supports email
notification - Supports website notifications - Supports email notification - Supports
website notifications - Supports email notification - Supports website notifications -
Supports email notification - Supports website notifications - Supports email
notification - Supports website notifications - Supports email notification - Supports
website notifications - Supports
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP or higher Windows XP or higher CPU: Intel Pentium 1.0 GHz or
faster Intel Pentium 1.0 GHz or faster Memory: 2 GB RAM or more 2 GB RAM or
more Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 6800 or better NVIDIA GeForce 6800 or better
DirectX: Version 9.0 or higher Version 9.0 or higher Resolution: 1024 x 768 or higher
1024 x 768 or higher Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 Compatible Discs: Original CD Original
CD Language: English
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